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Big Picture that reviewers are looking for

• What does your project hope to accomplish?

• Do you and your team have the necessary 

expertise to accomplish the goals and objectives

– i.e., can  you do it?

• How will your results improve the field?

• How wide is the impact?

– Does it address a highly prevalent disease?

– Does it make a difference to a rare but serious 

disease?

• How will you disseminate and apply the results to 

change practice?



Starting Out

• Not easy to start from scratch

• Becomes easier with each grant to some extent

• Initially, aim for small grants by foundations

– Develop infrastructure for a bigger project

– Gather pilot data for a bigger future project

– Perform exploratory analyses

– Refine your clinical question/hypothesis



Preparation

• Read the request for applications (RFA) carefully

• A request for application (RFA) is a notice in 

which an organization announces that grant 

funding is available

– outlines who is eligible to apply, what the 

expectations are, how  to submit applications and how 

they are reviewed

– Organizations typically have funding periods- once ot

twice a year

• Remember to review RFAs during these periods to find 

something applicable to your research





87 page PFA description and instructions



Plan the grant

• Clarify your hypothesis

• State your specific aims

• Some funding agencies want a letter of intent

– Placeholder

– “mini-grant”, full application invitation after LOI is 

reviewed

• Specific Aims page or LOI are often most 

difficult to write

– Conveys the research and its impact and feasibility in 

one page



Plan the grant

• Your project should address important research 

within your expert area

– Careful with concepts that cannot be supported with 

your preliminary data or published data from other 

investigators

• “High level”: ask yourself what objectives you 

can reasonably achieve within the timeframe 

and budget of a grant 



Plan the grant

• Start broadly with an emphasis on significance

– then focus on generating experiments with clear 

endpoints reviewers can readily assess

• Limit your application to a few Specific Aims

– common mistake is being overly ambitious

– better to think small and propose less than to do the 

opposite



Iterative Process

• Propose a project in your area of expertise that:

– Addresses a highly significant problem

– Is innovative—can create new knowledge

• Outline draft Specific Aims and one or more 

hypotheses 

– PICOT questions are useful

• Outline experiments- study design, sample size, 

inclusion and exclusion criteria, outcome 

measures, statistical analysis 

•



Iterative Process

• Assess feasibility

– access to all needed resources and expertise.

• Make sure the project is not growing too big for 

your targeted time and budget

• Identify a potential funding institute that would 

funds projects in your research area

• If you hit a roadblock, go back to the failure point 

and revise your plans.



Your audience- reviewers: tell them:

• Your proposal has a strong potential to have a 

high impact on its field

• Your approach is logical and innovative

• Your institution will give you the support you 

need

• You and your collaborators are the people to do 

this research

• Testing your hypothesis is worth the 

organization’s money



Follow Instructions

• Be aware of specific rules for your study design: 

human subjects, vertebrate animals, etc

• Address every point that the application asks you 

to address, clearly

• Specific aims page if required, then research 

strategy, with all required sub-headings, forms, 

etc.

• Add appendices where required (questionnaire 

used, laboratory procedures used)



Craft a Title

• Title is specific, indicating the research area and 

the goals of your project

• Stick to the character/letter limit

• Use as simple language as possible

• State the research problem and if possible your 

approach to studying it.

• Use appropriate keywords if applicable

– If you are applying to an agency that funds CER, then 

the title should state comparative effectiveness



Write the grant

• Significance, Innovation, Approach

• Visual appeal: add figures, tables, graphs where 

you can

• Use bold, italics, underline judiciously

• Number separate sections, bold headings

• Follow rules regarding font size, margins

• Describe not just the aims of the study and how 

you will achieve them but also potential pitfalls 

and how you will get around them



Draft the budget

• For small pilot grants, this is relatively simple

• For large federal or other grants, grants 

administrators in your institution

– They are busy- get them involved early

• Who is involved?

• What do they do?

• How long does it take?

• Submit on time!



Get input

• Get colleagues to read and critique the specific 

aims page or research strategy section

• When reviewers’ scores and comments come in, if 

you are not funded, use them to improve the grant 

for the next submission to the same or a different 

agency

• You get better at it over time



Writing an Abstract and a Paper
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What is an Abstract?

1. A summary of a study or case or case series 
submitted to be presented at a national or 
international meeting

2. A summary of a paper that’s being submitted to 
a journal



What is an Abstract?

1. A summary of a study or case or case series 
submitted to be presented at a national or 
international meeting

2. A summary of a paper that’s being submitted to 
a journal



Two Kinds of Meeting 
Presentations



Keys to Writing an Abstract for a 
Meeting

• Follow the outline provided

• Choose the best subspecialty category

• Adhere to the word count

• Do not assume preexisting knowledge by the 
reviewer (besides being a neurologist)

• Have it proofread by a colleague



Keys to Writing an Abstract for a 
Meeting

• After reading the abstract, the reviewer should 
have a basic understanding of:
• Why you did the study (or reported the case)

• How you did the study (or found the cases)

• What the implications are of your study results (or case)

• (What further studies might be needed)



Keys to Writing an Abstract for a 
Meeting
• Remember: Most abstracts for meetings are 

accepted

• Only submit an abstract if your work is 
completed and ready to be reported

• And you plan on attending the meeting if 
accepted (which it will be!)



Writing a Paper

• Kinds of papers:
• Research studies

• Case reports, case series

• Review articles

• Letters to the editor

• Others



Keys to Getting a Paper Accepted

• Choose the right journal for the right kind of paper

• Look at journals on line or on paper if available

• Many journals do not accept case reports

• Look at the journal you plan to submit to

• Review the instructions for authors and adhere to them



Paper Sections

• Introduction

• Materials and Methods

• Results

• Discussion



Summary of What a Paper Entails*

• Tell them what you’re going to tell them

• Tell them

• Tell them what you told them

*Courtesy of Nina Schor, MD



Tables and Figures

• Needed for research studies to present data

• Tables and figures should tell the same story that the 
text does (each should be clear on their own)

• Make sure information is presented clearly and 
accurately and succinctly

• Make sure patient identifying information is not present 
on any image (eg, MRI).





Abstract for a conference poster/ 
presentation

• An abstract is a summary of the talk or poster you want 

to present at an academic conference (250 – 300 words)

• Explain why your work is important

– set the context and pre-empt the question "So what?"

• Describe the objective(s) of your work

– What are you adding to current knowledge?

• Briefly explain the methods

– Unless the research is about methods, this should not be a 

major focus of your abstract 

• Succinctly state results, conclusions, and 

recommendations

– This is what most people want to know. 



A good abstract

• Factual, noncritical, informative account

• Use clear, grammatically accurate, exact, and 

stylistically uniform language

• Provide rationale or justification for the study

– The  purpose, need, and significance of the investigation 

(hypothesis or how the present work differs from previous 

work)

• State the objectives clearly

– What do you want to do?

• Give a brief account of the methods used

• Outline results,  conclusions and recommendations

• No references



PROMISE-MG: A Prospective Multicenter Observational 
Study of the Comparative Effectiveness of Treatments for 
Myasthenia Gravis (MG) 

• Introduction. We report the development and status of an ongoing PCORI-

sponsored prospective observational study of the comparative effectiveness of 

treatments for MG.

• Objectives.  To compare the effectiveness of azathioprine and mycophenolate 

mofetil in immunosuppressive-naïve MG patients, and to compare the 

outcomes in patients who do or do not receive an adequate dose and duration 

of these agents.

• Methods: 220 adult patients with acquired autoimmune MG who have not 

previously received an immunosuppressive agent, corticosteroids or 

thymectomy, and who had their first study site visit after 1/1/17 will be treated 

and followed for 24 months according to their physician’s standard of care at 

20 North American sites.  The primary patient-centered outcome measure of 

response to treatment is the MG-QOL15R.  

• Results: The study began 12/1/17 and will conclude 11/30/20. Enrollment 

began 5/3/18.

• Conclusions:  This study is designed to provide real world evidence to guide 

treatment selection for MG patients.



How  to write a manuscript

• Introduction:  1 to 1.5 double spaced page

– What is the disease/ condition you are writing about?

– What is the question? 

– What did you/others do previously? 

– What  did you do and  why? (hypothesis, specific 

aims)

• Methods: How did you do it?

– Study design, sample size calculations, inclusion and 

exclusion criteria, intervention, comparator, outcome

• Results: What did you find?

• Discussion: What does it all mean?



How to write a manuscript

• Read (and download) instructions for authors

• Plan the category of article you want to submit

– Full research reports, short communications, reviews, editorials , 

issues and opinions, case reports

• Review the requirements for each: abstract or not, word count 

limit, font and formatting, reference limit, instructions for tables, 

figures

• I usually

– select the journal

– Plan the article type at outset

– Follow the format and add the title page first 

– Format references to journal specifications with a bibliography manager

– Add tables and figures as I go 

– Keep an eye on word count

– Final edits to word count limits





•avoid  unnecessary words: 

“however”, “in the form of”

•Use active voice “we 

performed” 

•State the limitations of your 

study

•Provide only data in the 

results- not your interpretation

•Do not speculate and over-

emphasize the importance of 

your results


